
 
The mobile app and the game board will automatically 
pair when you select the correct serial number.

m If successful, you will go to GAME SELECTION
m If unsuccessful connection:
 • Is the power switch on the HEM lit solid green?
  -If yes, continue
  -If no…turn it on or charge the battery. 
 • Is Blue tooth enabled on your device?  
  -Turn it on
 • Is another smart phone connected to the board? 
  -Only 1 connection at a time is supported. 
    

BUTTON CONTROL (for use without App)
The “NEXT PLAYER” and “GET BAGS” buttons 
can be used on the game rather than on 
the app. However, using these buttons DOES 
NOT trigger the awesomely cool “get bags” 
dance party!

HINT: The “NEXT PLAYER” button can also be used to select the game. While not in and 
active game, push the button, to scroll through the games listed on the board surface and 
identified by the hole position. Release and wait 3 seconds for that game to start.

A multi-player game of Bags... all lit up!A multi-player game of Bags... all lit up!

Get more  Hole-E-Moley games on the App store! Lifestyle77.com

9 games included! 
instructions inside

SET-UP
4 Charge the battery. Use only 

the charger that came with 
your Hole-E-Moley game.

 

4 Turn on the Hole-E-Moley 
game board by pressing the 
rocker switch to the on po-
sition. The switch will begin 
to blink green for about 45 
to 60 seconds while fun is 
being prepared. 

  
4 Set-up Mobile Device
 • Turn on smart phone
 • Download the app from iOS 

Store or Google play Store
 • Enable blue tooth
 • Open the Hole-E-Moley app
 • Select your game board 

from the list of available 
Hole-E-Moley game boards

Interactive LED target light effects
synced with automatic scoring

Robust Aluminum Casing
& Corner Reinforcement

Color LEDs for Player ID

Folding Leg Bracket

Carrying Handle

Battery, Game Charger, & On/Off Switch
10+ hours of play on a single charge!

(can play and charge at the same time)

Illuminated & Printed 9-Hole Board

9 Custom, High Quality Bags
From Beer Belly Bags!

9  Multi-player Games!
(up to 6 Players!)

“Next Player” & “Get Bags” Buttons
(for game operation without App)

GAME BOARD FEATURES              APP ENABLED: 
(smart phone or tablet required, not included)
  iOS:        
  Android, Google Play Store:

• Bluetooth Connection
• Customize your Player Name/Color
• Conveniently facilitates games for 
    6 players with fun audio
• See Game Rules & Suggestions
• Settings to adjust/enable
   -Hole-E-Buzz (special target)
   -Hole-E-Night (night mode)
   -Exact-A-Score (must score exact)
   -Hole-E-Dance (“Get Bags” music)
• Auto score tracking
• And ADD MORE GAMES!



RULES:
Choose the order of throwing (doesn’t need to be in the 
order that is designated by the App, but that might be easi-
est). Each player takes a turn to throw the determined num-
ber of bags to target of choice. If a target is hit, it will light 
up the color of that player. Once the player is done with their 
turn, hit or miss, they will select the next player (on the app) 
to throw. Play continues in that order until a player wins by 
hitting 3 targets in a row. All players share the same active 
board, and can choose to throw at open targets or overtake 
a target that was previously hit by another player.

TIPS:
• If you want to speed up the game, players can throw more 
bags at a turn (ideal for rookies).
• Remember to hit the “GET BAGS” button to disable scor-
ing anytime you run out of bags!

RULES:
Choose the order of throwing (doesn’t need to be in the 
order that is designated by the App, but that might be 
easiest). Each player takes a turn to throw 3 bags toward 
the targets; The center hole is worth 5 points and the sur-
rounding holes are worth 1 point each. Points accumulated 
at each turn will be added up from all 3 bags thrown. Bags 
that land on the board do not score any points. Once the 
player is done with their turn, hit or miss, they will select 
the next player (on the app) to throw. Make sure the correct 
color is lit up on the board before throwing. Once everyone 
has thrown their bags, the first player gets to throw again, 
starting the next round. Play continues until someone meets 
or exceeds the winning score.

TIPS:
• Remember to hit the “GET BAGS” button to disable scor-
ing anytime you run out of bags!

RULES:
In this game, players share the game board so strategy 
against your opponents is key. Choose the order of throwing 
(doesn’t need to be in the order that is designated by the 
App, but that might be easiest). In round 1, each player 
takes a turn to throw a bag toward open or occupied targets 
to light them up with their color. At the end of their turn (hit 
or miss), they select the next player to throw. The game 
continues through 9 (or designated) rounds of play or until 
someone fills the entire board with their color. 

TIPS:
• Remember to hit the “GET BAGS” button to disable scor-
ing anytime you run out of bags!
• 9 rounds is only suggested. Play as many as you wish!
• GAME CHANGER: Play ‘til you miss. For a twist, 
players can throw bags until either they miss a target or 
they hit a target that was already occupied by their color.

RULES:
Choose the order of throwing. The first player throws toward 
an open board to mark the target for the following player. 
If that player misses all targets, the next player gets to 
choose/hit a target. Once a target is hit, the following player 
must throw to that target. If they hit it, they “pass” that 
target on to the following player. At the first miss (either 
scoring the wrong hole, or not hitting any hole) after a target 
is identified, that player must push the +HORSE button to 
attain a letter. The next player will then get an open board to 
designate a new target. When a player misses enough shots 
to spell out H.O.R.S.E. they are eliminated from the game.

TIPS:
• Allow amateur players to “throw til you hit” a target on an 
open board.
• GAME CHANGER: Ballers don’t stand in the same 
spot when shooting baskets- why should you! Throw your 
bags from various spots to “out-bag” your opponents.

RULES:
Players throw simultaneously to hit their colored dragon 
(string of 4 lights). For each target hit (yours or your 
opponent’s) the light goes out, giving you a smaller dragon 
target. Once all chasing lights are extinguished, you need to 
hit the center light target for the “kill”. If multiple dragons 
are down to their last light at the same time, the center 
light blinks the player colors. You need to time your throw 
appropriately for the kill shot.

TIPS:
• Remember to hit the “GET BAGS” button to disable scor-
ing anytime you run out of bags! This may happen frequently 
in this game.

RULES:
Choose the order of throwing (doesn’t need to be in the 
order that is designated by the App, but that might be 
easiest). Each player takes a turn to throw 3 bags toward 
the targets; The top center hole is worth 3 points and the 
other holes are worth 1 point each. Points accumulated at 
each turn will be added up from all 3 bags thrown. Bags 
that land on the board do not score any points. Once the 
player is done with their turn, hit or miss, they will select 
the next player (on the app) to throw. Make sure the correct 
color is lit up on the board before throwing. Once everyone 
has thrown their bags, the first player gets to throw again, 
starting the next round. Play continues until someone meets 
or exceeds the winning score.

TIPS:
• Remember to hit the “GET BAGS” button to disable scor-
ing anytime you run out of bags!

RULES:
Choose the order of throwing (doesn’t need to be in the 
order that is designated by the App, but that might be 
easiest). Each player takes a turn to throw 3 bags toward 
the targets; The corner holes are worth 3 points each. 
Points accumulated at each turn will be added up from all 3 
bags thrown. Bags that land on the board do not score any 
points. Once the player is done with their turn, hit or miss, 
they will select the next player (on the app) to throw. Make 
sure the correct color is lit up on the board before throwing. 
Once everyone has thrown their bags, the first player gets 
to throw again, starting the next round. Play continues until 
someone meets or exceeds the winning score.

TIPS:
• Remember to hit the “GET BAGS” button to disable scor-
ing anytime you run out of bags!
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SET-UP:  
Position Hole-e-
Moley game board 15’ from 
throwing area. Distribute 
available bags among the 
players.

SET-UP:  
Position Hole-e-
Moley game board 15’ from 
throwing area. Give 3 bags 
to the first 3 players.

SET-UP:  
Position Hole-e-
Moley game board 15’ from 
throwing area. Distribute 
available bags among all 
players.

SET-UP:  
Position Hole-e-
Moley game board 15’ from 
throwing area. Distribute all 
bags among players.

SET-UP:  
Position Hole-e-
Moley game board 15’ from 
throwing area. Distribute 
available bags among active 
players.

SET-UP:  
Position Hole-e-
Moley game board 15’ from 
throwing area. Give 3 bags 
to the first 3 players.

SET-UP:  
Position Hole-e-
Moley game board 15’ from 
throwing area. Give 3 bags 
to the first 3 players.

OBJECTIVE: 
Be the first to hit 3 

targets in a row, vertically, 
horizontally or diagonally by 

throwing your bags in the 
appropriate targets.

OBJECTIVE: 
Score the most 

points by hitting the center 
hole. Try to be the first to 

score 21. 

OBJECTIVE: 
Throw bags to fill 

the board with your color. The 
player with the most targets 

marked with their color at the 
end of (9) rounds wins!

OBJECTIVE: 
Be the last player 

standing by hitting the target 
the previous player scored. 

Every miss gets you a letter in 
H.O.R.S.E.

OBJECTIVE: 
Be the first to 

“knock out” the dragon of 
your color by hitting the 

moving lights. Don‘t hit your 
opponents’ dragon!!

OBJECTIVE: 
Score the most 

points by hitting the top 
center target. Try to be the 

first to score 21. 

OBJECTIVE: 
Score the most 

points by hitting the corner 
holes. Try to be the first to 

score 21. 

RULES:
The active player will need to be fast and precise as this is a 
timed game. The time starts as soon as any of the targets 
detect a bag. Players can throw as many bags at a time as 
they desire- and as fast as they desire. When the player 
runs out of bags, they can hit the “GET BAGS” button which 
will pause the timer (and disable scoring) until the player 
has bags and is set at the throwing line. Hit the “GET BAGS” 
button again to resume the timer and finish play. Once time 
runs out, the score is recorded and the next player is up.

TIPS:
• Remember to hit the “GET BAGS” button to disable scor-
ing anytime you run out of bags!
• GAME CHANGER: Just cause it’s a 1-player at a 
time doesn’t mean you can’t team up... divide bags between 
multiple players and see how many lights you can hit!

PLAYERS
1-6 ALL available

BAGS

SET-UP:  
Position Hole-e-
Moley game board 15’ from 
throwing area. The active 
player should have all bags 
readily available.

OBJECTIVE: 
Throw bags to hit 

as many of the lights  
“popping up” as you can 

before time runs out.

RULES:
Each player will start with an “open” board where all lights 
are off. Choose the order of throwing. In round 1, each 
player takes a turn to throw 3 bags toward open targets to 
light them up. At the end of their turn, they select the next 
player to throw. Once all players have thrown 3 bags, they 
can begin round 2 where players will throw 2 bags at a time. 
At the completion of that round, for all remaining rounds 
players will throw only 1 bag per round. The first player to 
successfully light up all targets wins!

TIPS:
• Remember to hit the “GET BAGS” button to disable scor-
ing anytime you run out of bags!
• GAME CHANGER: 1 Round Play! Give each player 
only 1 turn with 9 bags. Who can light up the most targets 
in 1 round?

PLAYERS
1 at a time 3, 2, 1 per Rd

BAGS

SET-UP:  
Position Hole-e-
Moley game board 15’ from 
throwing area. Give 3 bags 
each to first 3 players.

OBJECTIVE: 
Try to be the first 

player to light up all of the 
targets on the board.
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